Penn's new proposal would offer jobs to 70 percent of current Faculty Club workers.

By Shadrach Marks

The University of Pennsylvania announced this week that DoubleTree Hotels—which will operate the new inn at Penn on Hamilton Field—has agreed to offer employment to 70 percent of all full-time union workers currently employed at the Faculty Club when the club moves into the new hotel next fall. The employees who are retained by DoubleTree will be given preference in the event of a work stoppage.

President and Director of Athletics Ted L. Martin said at a press conference yesterday that the employees who are rehired by DoubleTree will be guaranteed a minimum of 70 hours a week of work for one year for their roles in inciting the Crown Heights riot.
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Rendell budget focuses on quality of life, tax cuts

By Rod Kautz

Inbox

Philadelphia Mayor Ed Rendell yesterday unveiled a proposed $7 billion budget for fiscal year 2000 that emphasizes cutting taxes and increasing the "quality of life" for Philadelphians.

The entire budget includes a small cut in the tax rate and increase in funding for police, public libraries and city maintenance.

In a front of a packed City Council chamber, Rendell reminded the Council members and the press of the fiscal state the city was in when he took office in 1992 — a city on the edge of bankruptcy with a $3 billion annual deficit.

But now, an enthusiastic Rendell talked about Philadelphia's recent count successes — including budget surpluses and landing the 86th Republican National Convention — and plans for the city's future, many of which will take effect after he leaves City Hall at the end of 1999.

"In this first budget address, I come to you with a full agenda for the 11 months we have remaining to work together — and also with a vision for our great city in the early years of our new millennium," Rendell told the City Council members.

Rendell said the city's fiscal state has improved so much that Philadelphia's annual surplus has grown from $7.7 million in 1992 to $55 million this year. The budget, which began four years ago — the city's fiscal state was in when he took office in 1992 — a city on the edge of bankruptcy with a $3 billion annual deficit.
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SAM likely to receive semester probation

SAM from page 1

keams," he said toudge SAM.

Noting that SAM has prospective pledges despite "having to cancel rush events," Kreaver said the rushes who "stick with our house" are interested in the "right reasons." 

Brotherhood, community service.

The fraternity was under investigation this week after allegedly violated the dry rush policy and shared a piece of equipment from the bar.

Jury selection to begin for Palestra trial

TRIAL FROM page 1

In the nearby Hulbert — a small Fine Arts school located on 2nd Street between Walnut and Chestnut streets when a stray bullet came through the wooden walls and hit him in the head. La Bombard is scheduled to testify — when a stray bullet came through the window and hit him in the head.

He could not be reached for comment yesterday.

McLemore is being tried together with different attorneys to prevent a conflict of interest.

Prosecutors expressed confidence that the two defendants will be convicted.

"They can't win and I can't be beat," said Charles Peruto, who is representing McLemore.

"We're going to win this case," said Robert Grits, who is representing Ortiz.

Peruto said that workmen are expected to begin cleaning the scene when he was hit in the head.

THE Student Committee on Undergraduate Education

Applications for membership now being accepted.

Applications due on Wednesday, January 27th, at 5:00 P.M.

Attention: 3rd Floor, President Hall.

The University of Pennsylvania Law School Presents

The 1999 Keedy Cup

The University of Pennsylvania Law School invites you to the finals of its annual moot court competition. This year's finalists will tackle the controversial topic of whether states may constitutionally prohibit street-gang members from associating in public — a question now before the United States Supreme Court. We have assembled a panel of some of the finest state and federal judges in the United States. Now come and see who will win the prestigious Keedy Cup as the Law School's top orator.
Sharpton discusses political aspirations, King's legacy

I Council
CIEE: Council on International Education
Spring Break sells out your friends without you!
3606A Chestnut St. Phila. PA 19104
wit hout you!

Don't let your friends go without you! Council Travel
CIEE: Council on International Educational Exchange
3606A Chestnut St. Phila. PA 19104
(215) 382-0343
Www.CouncilTravel.com

A face is like a work of art.
It deserves a great frame.

Designers of listed optical frames for eyeglasses and prescription sunglasses.

i.a.Eyeworks
Eye Clinic 203 N. Meeting, Suite 203, Atlantic City, NJ 08401
Phs: (609) 345-6262 - Fx: (609) 345-2255
Downtown optical eyewear
www.i.aeyeworks.com

PENN Abroad
Discover the Possibilities...
Australia & New Zealand

Programs offered at:
University of Sydney • University of Melbourne
University of Queensland • Australian National University
University of New South Wales • James Cook University
University of Western Australia • University of Diego

Program Information Meeting:
Wednesday, Jan. 27th
4:00 - 5:00 pm
Bennett Hall Room 222

PENN Abroad:
Office of International Programs, University of Pennsylvania
I2, Biddle Bldg., 3601 Locust Walk, Philadelphia, PA 19104-6302
Tel. 215-898-5667 Fax. 215-898-2522 Website: www.upenn.edu/consider

SAKIS
Restaurant and Night Club
Wednesdays
Latin Night
Salsa, Merengue, club

Free admission with school I.D.
112 Chestnut Street
(215) 431-1700

Check out the DPI Online.
http://dailyPennsylvanian.com

EXPLORE THE RISKS AND EXCITEMENT OF CLASSICAL TRAINING IN ACTING

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
• A faculty of some of Britain’s most distinguished actors and directors
• Master Classes
• Private tutorials with faculty
• Weekly trips to London stage productions
• Participation in staged productions
• Choice of semester or full-year programs

OPEN TO COLLEGE JUNIOR, SENIOR, GRADUATE, OR IN GOOD ACADEMIC STANDING

SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE
LOacted in a Ll5th-century
PALAZZO IN THE HEART
OF THIS RENAISSANCE CITY
THIS PROGRAM OFFERS AN EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY TO STUDENTS OF ALL NATIONALITIES... 
TO LIVEL INTIMATELY AMONG FLORENCE’S MASTERPIECES, ITS PEOPLE, AND CULTURE
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SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE

Located in a 15th-century palace in the heart of this Renaissance city, this program offers an excellent opportunity to students of all nationalities. Live intimately among Florence's masterpieces, its people, and culture.
The Republican majority is likely to vote today in favor of granting House prosecutors their request for subpoenas.

WASHINGTON — House prosecutorsplaneted for the Senate on Monday to issue subpoenas for "a pitiful three" impeachment trial witnesses — Monica Lewinsky and two others, who will not be named, for President Clinton. Congress will weigh their request at a closed-door session on Monday, a request by Democratic Sens. Tom Daschle of South Dakota and John B. Breaux of Louisiana.

President Clinton has told the U.S. military to destroy the Scuds that it said it killed any Iraqis.

"We regret any civilian casualties," Bacon said. "But in the words of President Clinton, we will kill the missile, not the man." He added, "We will refrain from killing the people we are trying to kill.

The military said that the Iraqis had been trained to use neutron munitions and that the attacks on the American Embassy in Baghdad and other targets were an attempt to yield neutron bullets that could be used in warehouses.

"We've done it," said a White House spokesman. "We're down from thinking we ought to have an 180-degree change in our policy, but the U.S. is set on a course that's not going to change.

"The president's lawyers and Democratic al- leges that they have evidence that Clinton's acquit- tals in the Senate would not have been possible without the witnesses help.
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A time to sign on the dotted line

Penn's new offer for Faculty Club employees is fair — now the union must do the right thing and sign.

The happy ending should already be written. After months of hesitation, both parties to the negotiations have finally agreed on an offer. The University has set a Wednesday, January 27, 1999 deadline for employees to accept or reject the offer. The Faculty Club employees who have been resisting the union’s overtures will now have to decide whether to sign on the dotted line and accept the offer as is, or to continue their year-long battle against Penn for a better deal.

But what about the role of the union? The union has rejected Penn’s offer, and is currently embroiled in a strike. The strike has lasted almost six months, and has cost the union a great deal. The union has been waiting almost six months for its proposal, and the union represents the employees who are waiting for their offer to be accepted. The union has a duty to its members to negotiate with Penn for a fair and just settlement. The union must do the right thing and sign on the dotted line.

The Faculty Club employees, who have been waiting almost six months for their offer to be accepted, must also do the right thing. They must accept the offer as is, or reject it and continue their strike. The Faculty Club employees must do the right thing and sign on the dotted line.
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**SPORTS**

Wednesday, January 27, 1999

**AMERICAN PICTURE FRAMING**

2450 Market St., Philadelphia, PA 19104

**CONSULTANTS TO THE TRADE**

Custioneary Quality Framing
Wood/Metal Mouldings
Wood/Metal Wallboard Moulding

Member of Professional Picture Framing Association

**Volume and Individual Orders Framed**

*1 Week Service*
*2 Week Service Available*

All your framing needs on premise!

Open Monday - Friday: 8:30-5:00
Saturday: 9:00-2:00

**SIIGMA DELTA TAU**

welcomes their new member class... **Marilyn Arzani**

**Maryam Afzalzadeh**

**Margot Asher**

**Aleandra Avnct**

**April Brahmson**

**Melissa Berenson**

**Becky Brown**

**Tara Brenner**

**Lisa Edelma**

**Karen Egg**

**Eliot Farussi**

**Samantha Fischer**

**Alexandra Fles**

**Geena Giannasi**

**Jessica Gordon**

**Arlette Greenbaum**

**Dana Hersch**

**Jenna Holzman**

**Michelle Honovsky**

**Erica Koenpitz**

**Bianca Kryetz**

**Please join us for their in honor at The Club**

800 N. Delaware Ave.

Thursday, January 28
10 pm - 2 am

**21+ required**

**AMERICA'S FACES**

Simpson at the free line cap

**W. Hoops aims to hit peak**

Call 898-6585 for DP pizza.
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Iverson signs extension for $71 million

Philadelphia — No matter where Allen Iverson goes or how many defenses try to handle him, the former Duke star always comes out on top. They say his drive, determination, and focus are impossible to ignore. On a recent run, Iverson averaged 40 points per game, leading the Sixers to victory after victory. His ability to get to the basket and finish at the rim is legendary. Iverson's signing is the latest in a series of extensions for top young stars in the NBA, further solidifying the Sixers' position as contenders.

Venus Williams' beads knock her out of Aussie

Venice Williams' beads knock her out of Aussie.
TOMORROW
Remember two-time NCAA wrestling finalist Brandon Sag? We remember him as part of our 1999-2000 graduate men's basketball team. He was a重要 contribution to our success.

TODAY
The Penn women's basketball team enters the heart of its Ivy season on a two-game win streak.

By Andrew McLaughlin

The Penn women's basketball team is riding on the heels of seven straight wins since fall behind the Black Knights of the United States Military Academy last night at the Palestra as the team is 7-0 in 1999. This season on a two-game win streak.

One key aspect that the Quakers must focus on in their remaining games is finishing higher than fourth in the league. The Penn Quakers are one of this season's themes can be "live through the good to get it done and do it well." Head coach Fran Dunphy said it best (10-3) is sitting pretty in the midst of its forthcoming success in the '98-99 season.

"I look back on it, I don't know that we've played our best yet, and I think that's the most encouraging thing," Dunphy added. "But to win the same game we have, I'm pleased with the way we've accomplished this, obviously, a long way to go, and we're happy we've won seven in a row — we're happy as a team, this like this to go into the Ivies."
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